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IthIN a formal dIscussIoN of the amerIcaN coNstItutIoN’s establIshmeNt 
and the religious contribution to it, to consider two books on america, one written by G.K. chester-
ton, the other by hilaire belloc, both english catholic writers, both books written in the early 1920’s, 
requires some intellectual explanation.1 the initial reason for this consideration is the presumption that 
these two remarkable men might have seen something about the american republic, about its polity 
and its future, that has escaped perhaps better known american or foreign observers and critics. In 
particular, I would ask, was there something about their very catholicity that might have enabled them 
to penetrate to a philosophic depth actually extant within the american polity but otherwise obscure 
to philosophers of  politics? clearly here, I am hinting at the dimensions of  the problem of  reason and 
revelation as this problem exists within political philosophy in general and in the american experience 

in particular.
	 An	affirmative	case,	I	think,	can	at	least	be	suggested	for	this	sort	of 	reflection,	a	case	I	would	like	to	propose	
here. Naturally, the validity of  this analysis would also presuppose, as does any thought of  the constitution itself, an 
abiding political “form” over time, such that the american regime of  the late 1980’s “holds” the same “dedication” as 
did the regimes of  1776, 1860, and 1920. this position, not unmindful of  the reasons thucydides gave for the value 
of  continued study of  his famous history, must assume a metaphysical discussion about what I have called “the reality 
of  society.”2 that is, the relationships that formed this civil society remain basically the pattern of  its civil activities.

In this fascinating albeit brief  article, Fr. Schall presents the reaction of  Shaw’s “Monster” to their 
experience of  American society in the 1920’s.

the american republic is the last medieval monarchy. It is intended that the President 
should rule, and take all the risks of  ruling.

- G.K. chesterton, What I Saw in America, 1923, p. 120.

the conception that a majority has a divine right to decide in any matter is universal in 
america, not as a conclusion of  reason, but as an accepted dogma.

- hilaire belloc, The Contrast, 1924, p. 59.
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 moreover, in examining chesterton and belloc 
in particular, we might see in the subject matter of  their 
travels, which was america itself, a depth quite different 
from that seen by those who ground themselves in what 
is called modern science or in other religious or philo-
sophical backgrounds. belloc and chesterton’s “english-
ness,” furthermore, as both stress, lead them to see how 
different - hence belloc’s title, The Contrast - the united 
states and england really are.3 “In all my american wan-
derings,” chesterton remarked about the diversity of  the 
two cultures, “I never saw such a thing as an inn.”4

 likewise, there 
will be something 
“straussian” in my ap-
proach.5 that is, the ex-
amination of  classical, 
biblical, or modern texts 
of  political philosophy 
needs to penetrate to the 
meaning of  the original 
writers, a meaning that 
sometimes, often, can-
not be fully articulated in 
polities unwilling to listen. 
In a sense, as solzhenitsyn hinted 
in his famous harvard address, 
democracies are not always as open as they profess to 
be.6 In them, we dare to speak what we suspect, what we 
find,	only	cautiously,	because	of 	the	polity	or	academy	in	
which the analysis takes place, because it might seem too 
radical, too unbelievable even to ears which profess the 
freedom to hear everything. Perhaps the books of  the 
straussian school on shakespeare can serve as a model 
here, for they recognize, however circumspectly, that rev-
elation	appears	somehow	within	the	confines	of 	the	texts	
to be examined, through the eyes of  the authors them-
selves.7

 chesterton and belloc have an added dimension 
of  interest for current thought because they wrote of  the 
american experience before the expression of  religion 
itself 	became	so	much	caught	up	within	the	confines	of 	
modernity. today, anyone confronting texts, from a reli-
gious source, on american or other political regimes must 
first	endeavor	to	test	whether	the	“religion”	found	in	the	
analysis is in fact revelation as classically understood or 
whether it is an expression of  modern ideology using 
religious terminology but promoting ideological philo-
sophical concepts and revolutionary political intent.8 the 

religion in chesterton and belloc is classical catholicism. 
In their view, it was the one that did respond to the phil-
osophic problems that arose within political life. thus, 
they were concerned not to conform religion to ideology, 
but rather to relate genuine philosophical problems to 
the positions found in revelation. this endeavor consti-
tutes	the	real	worth	of 	their	reflections	on	America.9

 a careful reading of  a text carries us back to the 
words the author of  the text chose. these words were 
formed in the light of  the inner word in which the au-

thor comprehended the 
truth of  what he saw. 
the richness of  the inner 
word is itself  dependent 
upon the openness the 
author allowed himself  
when looking at the real-
ity concerning which he 
reflected.	We	can	choose	
to limit what we see to 
the instruments we use 
to pass from ourselves to 
what is not us. our intel-
lects themselves are, in this 

sense, instruments of  our knowing 
what is not ourselves. and it is only 

in the light of  knowing what is not ourselves that we can 
reflectively	know	ourselves.

 any adequate discussion of  political philosophy 
must include a discussion of  those things that lie beyond 
politics.	What	lies	beyond	politics,	however,	must	begin	
within a human person and his destiny. that is, the limits 
of  politics are discovered in the endeavor to understand 
what political things really are - and they are principal-
ly speech about what is just and what is unjust, what is 
good, what evil.10 the fact that politics are limited, that 
is, that the explanation of  all that is is not coextensive 
with a discussion of  political things leads naturally and 
properly to a consideration of  those questions that arise 
in political experience but which do not achieve their full 
and adequate response in political philosophy or in the 
life of  any actual polity.

 Individual, historical polities - athens, sparta, 
rome, england, spain, the united states - are seen to 
have existed and to have been imperfect in some intelli-
gible sense. that is, they embodied some evil within their 
regime that was understood to be such. on the other 

(from left to right) George Bernard Shaw, 
Hilaire Belloc, and G.K. Chesterton
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hand, these regimes either grew or were founded accord-
ing to intelligible principles which constituted their form, 
which enabled us accurately to describe their nature, to 
classify them. the accurate description of  a regime must 
include some reference to its relation to what aristotle 
called happiness, to what the declaration called “the pur-
suit of  happiness.” regimes that claim themselves to ex-
haust this understanding of  happiness have arisen specif-
ically in modernity. In this sense, america was said to be 
the	first	specifically	modern	regime,	the	first	regime	that	
arose as a product of  modern philosophy.11 or as ches-
terton	put	it,	“What	is	the	matter	with	the	modern	world	
is	not	modern	headlines	or	modern	films	or	modern	ma-
chinery.	What	is	the	matter	with	the	modern	world	is	the	
modern world; and the cure will come from another.”12

 both belloc and chesterton, however, saw dis-
turbing elements of  modernity in the united states - bel-
loc’s remark that the majority decides the right of  any 
matter - but both likewise understood america to retain 
aspects of  representation and rule that were typically 
medieval. this is why both referred to the presidency as 
the last of  the medieval monarchies, precisely because it 
exhibited the combination of  rule, accountability, glory, 
and popularity that was typical of  the medieval monarchy 
before the advent of  the absolute king, which was not a 
medieval concept. “the idea is,” chesterton wrote,

 the theory of  aquinas on kings, in this sense, 
was closer in its own way to the theory of  the american 
presidency	 than	 anything	 flowing	 from	 that	modernity	
which, with machiavelli, “lowered its sights” to consider 
only	what	men	did	do,	to	define	the	success	of 	princes	
solely by their ability to remain in power.

 two questions lie at the heart of  political phi-
losophy: a) what is it to rule? and b) what are the limits of  
ruling? though there are analogies in the rule of  oneself  
and	rule	in	the	family,	the	first	question	initially	arises	out	
of 	political	 life	 itself,	out	of 	the	 intercourse	of 	specifi-

cally human beings in so far as they are human. this is 
why	Aristotle	and	Aquinas	defined	man	as	precisely	the	
political animal, why politics is peculiar to man alone in 
the	universe.	Yet,	to	rule	and	to	be	ruled,	Aristotle’s	defi-
nition of  a citizen, did not exhaust what it was to be a 
human being.

 the second question involves metaphysics and 
revelation. It asks what transcends the polity? further, 
it asks whether there is anything addressed to reason 
which would serve to complete in in its own order? It is 
here, perhaps, that the classical revelational position dif-
fers most from that of  strauss, who, to his credit against 
the studied ignoring of  this basic question by main line 
political science, felt that reason could not exclude rev-
elation, nor revelation reason, but that the two were in 
themselves simply incompatible, that any harmonious 
relationship between the two would be philosophically 
contradictory. In reading belloc and chesterton, we can-
not but be struck by the natural way they assume that 
reason and revelation deal with the same man in that 
manner in which he is man, through his reason and un-
derstanding. Neither belloc nor chesterton were stoics 
who presumed that human and divine intellect were sim-
ply coterminus. but they recognized that if  a problem did 
come up within political reasoning to which revelation 
provided an answer, this latter factor could not be ex-
cluded as simply irrational. both with this sort of  consis-
tent evidence assumed the unity of  being, of  what is.

	 At	first	sight,	we	might	hesitate	to	treat	the	texts	
of  belloc or chesterton with the seriousness they de-
serve. after all, these are primarily travel books, especially 
the book of  chesterton. however, like samuel Johnson, 
chesterton was always disarmingly philosophical no mat-
ter about what he wrote, which was almost everything.14 
belloc himself  practically walked or hitch-hiked across 
the	United	States	 a	 couple	of 	 times	before	World	War	
I-”.	.	.	only	journeys	a-foot	and	in	early	manhood	flood	
the mind with reality.”15 Indeed, he married a woman 
from Napa, california, whom he had met in Paris.

 chesterton began his own book with the de-
lightful observation that “I have never managed to lose 
my old conviction that travel narrows the mind.”16 he 

that the President shall take responsibility and risk; 
and responsibility means being blamed, and risk 
means the risk of  being blamed. the theory is that 
things are done by the President; and if  things go 
wrong, or are alleged to go wrong, it is the fault of  
the President. this does not invalidate, but rather 
ratifies	the	comparison	with	true	monarchs	such	
as the medieval monarchs. constitutional princes 
are seldom deposed; but despots were often de-
posed.13
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thought, moreover, “internationalists” to be particularly 
dreary	folks,	while	the	most	difficult	thing	to	understand	
about foreign peoples and their customs, about which we 
easily laugh, was their humor, which is the very last thing 
we get. and until we do, we cannot understand them.

	 Chesterton	was	quite	conscious	of 	the	difficulty	
of 	 the	 superficial	 traveller	 and	always	warned	his	 audi-
ence that he was just an englishman, a foreigner in a for-
eign land, the united states. of  his own text on america, 
he wryly wrote, “I continue to call these lectures out of  
courtesy to myself.”18 such disarming humility, I think, 
leads us rather to pay more attention to what chesterton 
said because he was so conscious of  distortion.

 the central theme about which I wish mostly to 
reflect	 on,	 then,	 concerns	 the	 nature	 of 	 the	American	
experience, as belloc and chesterton saw it, and where 
it might lead. however, there are two observations of  
belloc that deserve special attention because they go so 
contrary	 to	 popular	 criticisms	of 	America.	The	first	 is	
that belloc, who was most concerned with the modern 
rise of  what he called “the servile state,” did not think 
americans were a “materialistic” people. his reasonings 
are worth some consideration:

 these observations of  belloc are of  some mo-
ment because they suggest an understanding of  wealth 
and its productivity that prevents particularly the reli-
gious person from assuming that the mere possession or 
existence of  wealth is evil or that it implies somehow the 
deprivation of  someone else.

 belloc went on to inquire why it was that ameri-
cans were so often conceived by europeans to be “ma-
terialistic.” he located it in the freedom of  entrepreneur-
ship which requires a distance from wealth and a certain 
willingness	to	change	and	experiment.	“What,	then,	is	it	
in the american attitude which has been mistaken for 
mammon?” belloc asked himself:

 No doubt confusion on this issue has come to 
be a religious issue of  some moment because a failure 
to make the distinction between “mammon” and wealth 
creation has been a major factor in the contemporary 
failure of  religion to understand the relation between the 
elimination of  poverty and the nature of  wealth produc-
tion.

 belloc, moreover, understood the spiritual nature 
of  this issue in its own terms:

a foreigner is a man who laughs at everything 
except jokes. he is perfectly entitled to laugh at 
anything, so long as he realises, in a reverent and 
religious spirit, that he himself  is laughable. I was 
a foreigner in america; and I can truly claim that 
the sense of  my own laughable position never left 
me.	But	when	the	native	and	the	foreign	have	fin-
ished with seeing the fun of  each other in things 
that are meant to be serious, they both approach 
the far more delicate and dangerous ground of  
things that are meant to be funny. the sense of  
humour is generally very national; perhaps that is 
why the internationalists are so careful to purge 
themselves of  it.17

mammon is not the passion forgetting money, nor 
the desire for what money can buy; still less is it the 
envy of  those who have more money than oneself. 
It is the transference to the wealthy man of  quali-
ties not present in him and suggested only by the 
fact that he is wealthy. It is expressed in the feel-
ing of  genuine respect for a rich man and genuine 
contempt for a poor one; in the attribution of  vir-
tue to the one and of  vices to the other. You will, I 
say,	find	that	disease	of 	the	soul	less	present	in	the	
united states than in any other modern society.19

It is the threefold conception (1) that success in 
accumulation connotes effort upon the part of  
any man; (2) that american opportunity should 
make this equally possible for any man; and (3) 
(negatively) that there is nothing else in the state 
either so easily measurable as the money-standard 
or so universally present.

the american sees civic life as a race, entry to 
which is open for all. Nature around him lies 
still largely unexploited; new ideas of  its new use 
arise day after day. the race is, as a fact, entered 
by nearly all, and your place in it can be - very 
roughly - measured by your material achievement. 
It is natural that under such conditions such a test 
should be applied.20

there is an attitude towards private fortune, the 
private possession of  wealth, which is, exactly, 
idolatrous, that is, which (a) imputes to this dead 
thing living attributes, (b) worships that dead 
thing. for in these two errors combined does idol-
atry	consist.	Where	that	spirit	of 	idolatry	is	pres-
ent, where there is a worship of  the wealthy man, 
where there is a confusion between the advantages 
of  wealth and the objects proper for human admi-
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It	 seems	 worthwhile	 to	 cite	 these	 reflections	 because,	
similar	to	Aristotle’s	reflections	on	liberality	and	munifi-
cence, they reveal a philosophical attitude to wealth cre-
ation and the products of  craftsmanship out of  which 
alone material things can both be created or made and 
used for themselves. It is no accident that the origins of  
wealth creation are spiritual and failure to understand 
this process resulted in accusing wealth as such for the 
problems of  poverty instead of  the spiritual and politi-
cal reasons that were behind what it was to be not poor. 
“there is really present here,” chesterton also noted of  
america, “a democratic instinct against the dominance 
of  wealth.”22

 the second “contrary” theme in belloc, one con-
firmed	by	the	direction	of 	immigration	in	the	past	cen-
tury, concerns his observation that, on the whole, ameri-
cans are happier than any other people. he did not mean 
here the sort of  ultimate happiness we might associate 
with religion or metaphysics, but the normal sort of  hap-
piness that might be expected in this life.

 this observation is, I think, immediately related 
to the discussion in the ethics of  aristotle - whom bel-
loc called “the great tutor of  our race”24 - about the dif-
ference between political and contemplative happiness.

 however, both belloc and chesterton were con-
cerned that this relative political happiness could not 
continue unless this civic order had some grounding in 
a higher order. Indeed, chesterton, obviously having 
just seen the famous book of  sinclair lewis, wrote with 
much perception:

this passage is of  particular interest because, like aris-
totle, it is aware of  the difference between contemplative 
and political happiness and of  the dangers of  confusing 
the two. that main street might be something the human 
race might long for - a home, a job, equality, order, oppor-
tunity, common decencies - is a truth for which america 
had stood in the beginning. but the feeling that some-
thing higher or more metaphysical could be achieved in 
this very world, so that we might realistically expect uto-
pia, or the earthly Paradise, or the New Jerusalem, this 
forebode the derangements of  the political philosophies 
of  modernity which came to set themselves against the 
normal desires of  those whom chesterton insisted on 
calling simply the “common men.”

	 However,	the	central	theme	that	I	wish	to	reflect	
upon from these two charming and perceptive books 
concerns precisely the problem of  reason and revelation. 
In his Introduction to the recent collection, Studies in Pla-
tonic Political Philosophy, by leo strauss, thomas Pangle 
wrote:

ration, there you have as base a corruption of  the 
religious instinct as man can suffer. that is, very 
exactly, mammon.

Now at the risk of  appearing paradoxical and fan-
tastic to nearly all european readers, and even to 
many american readers, I will boldly say that no 
modern society is so free from this detestable her-
esy as the american.21

I now come to a quality in the american social 
spirit which cannot be attached to any material 
cause, which is a product of  I know not what vir-
tue or happy accident in the origins of  that so-
ciety. to this quality one can only give the name 
of  Candour, it is straightforwardness and unasking 
sincerity. It has a general effect (I know not for 
how long this effect may endure) of   joy.

I have heard innumerable judgments passed upon 
the american people by europeans. most of  these 
judgments, as is natural with aliens, were unfavor-
able, and none were less favourable than the judg-
ment of  the english gentry - though the french 
and Italian gentry run their english colleagues 
close in the attack on america. but in all these 
judgments, favourable and unfavourable, unintel-
ligent (as were the great majority) or intelligent 
(as were a rare few), there almost always appeared 

with a note of  envy, of  surprise, of  bitterness - or 
of  mere regret - the statement that the americans 
were	happier	than	any	people	of 	the	Old	World.

they are, much happier. It is the astonishing and 
outstanding thing upon the spiritual side which no 
one seeing that people, and telling honestly what 
he has seen, can hide.23

the march to utopia, the march to the earthly 
Paradise, the march to the New Jerusalem, has 
been very largely the march to main street. and 
the latest modern sensation is a book written to 
show how wretched it is to live there.25

the choice to live as a philosopher ceases to be 
simply an act of  faith or of  will if  and only if  it is 
a choice to live as a philosopher preoccupied with 
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 In the context of  the chesterton and belloc 
books, several things need to be noted about this ob-
servation	of 	Thomas	Pangle.	The	first	would	be	agree-
ment with Pangle’s notion that the philosopher must, to 
be a philosopher, be open to the arguments that arise 
from revelation. the second point would be to agree that 
the moral experiences of  both the philosopher and the 
faithful converge on the life of  the same human persons. 
finally, intimations of  the divine do arise at the very 
heights of  human contemplative and active experience.

 the approach of  belloc to this same problem is 
worth citing here to illustrate the context in which he 
considered the issues posed by Pangle. “every civilisa-
tion that has developed upon this earth,” belloc wrote,

 belloc thus began with a frank admission that, as 
a matter of  fact, no civilization could save the best in it-
self  on its own terms. belloc held that christianity did in 
fact propose an alternative to actual civilizations before 
the despair of  civilizations based only on themselves. 
further, it is to be emphasized that for belloc, the test 
would come from an ideology which claimed the capac-
ity to remove human sorrow from our midst. It would 

come, in other words, from gnostic utopianism in some 
as	yet	unspecified	form.

	 When	it	came	to	predict	an	example	of 	how	the	
american understanding of  religious tolerance, which 
was itself  indifferent to the truth of  any creed, might 
arise within the american context, belloc perceptively 
wrote:

 this passage, of  course, reads rather like cur-
rent events and the only surprise in it is not the position 
of  belloc but the weakness of  current catholic politi-
cal resistance to these movements of  modernity. In any 
case,	the	root	of 	this	problem	is	not	specifically	religious,	
but that aspect of  reason that is enlightened by faith. In 
Pangle’s account, reason somehow had a broader exten-
sion in moral particulars than reason plus faith, but the 
point found in the text of  belloc was rather that it was 
precisely the prodding of  revelation that enabled reason 
to see itself  more fully in the most wretched of  human 
beings.

 In his City and Man, leo strauss had remarked 
that the proposition of  the abidingness of  human na-
ture through time, which grounded the philosophic dig-
nity of  each individual human person, itself  came under 
questioning when it was realized that this distinct status 
of  each person might limit the “progress” of  science, 
which claimed to be exempt from any restrictions im-
posed from nature.29 the sort of  science that claimed 
this privilege, of  course, was precisely a science that re-
jected the aristotelian hierarchy of  natures and sciences 

the serious examination of  the phenomena and 
the arguments of  faith: if  and only if, that is, the 
philosopher never completely ceases engaging in 
conversational scrutiny of  those who articulate 
most authoritatively and compellingly the claims 
of  the faithful, and if  and only if  through that 
perscrutation he repeatedly shows to his own sat-
isfaction and to that of  others that he has, not a 
definitive,	but	a	fuller	account	of 	the	moral	expe-
riences to which the pious point as their most sig-
nificant	experience.	The	theme	of 	such	dialogues	
will always be in one way or another the human 
soul and the needs or longings of  the soul which, 
the pious claim, allow us an intimation of  the di-
vine.26

has passed rapidly enough from simplicity to 
doubt, and from doubt to despair, save indeed 
where it has been relieved, as was rome in the 
fourth century, by that one sublime philosophy 
which can alone redeem us from despair, but can-
not give us back our innocence. every civilisation 
which has appeared upon this earth has either 
ended by accepting sorrow as a portion, or by 
rebelling against that human fate, and so destroy-
ing itself.27

It may well come about, at any moment, that the 
state shall pass a law compelling those who have 
the guardianship of  human beings incapable be-
yond a certain degree to see to the removal of  
those human beings. the state may take it for 
granted as a universal doctrine, to be held and 
enforced upon all citizens, that the preservation 
of  imbecile or imperfect life, much more its con-
tinuance from one generation to another by the 
propagation of  children, is destructive of  society; 
and it may order that these unfortunate beings be 
placed	in	what	is	called,	in	our	modern	scientific	
jargon, the lethal chamber.

Now for a catholic to act in this fashion is, by 
Catholic	definition,	murder; and what is more, any 
action supporting, or even permitting this thing, 
is also from the catholic point of  view murder.28
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based on them.30 chesterton probably put the issue as 
succinctly as possible when he wrote that “Progress is 
Providence without God.”31 thus, chesterton had a clear 
perception of  the issue strauss would stress as the real 
problem of  modernity, the replacement of  human nature 
as it was given in nature by a concept of  man subject en-
tirely to science and ultimately, because science is subject 
to the polity, to a political philosophy itself  independent 
of  any transcendent order.

 chesterton had already remarked on the nature 
of  this issue in the american context: “the declaration 
of  Independence dogmatically bases all rights on the 
fact that God created all men equal; and it is right; for if  
they were not created equal, they were certainly evolved 
unequal.”32 and, of  course, it was the presumed philo-
sophical validity of  evolution that made the idea of  the 
universal dignity of  each human being seem doubtful. 
chesterton persistently argued from the evidence of  ex-
perience, not of  a theory of  revelation, but of  an obser-
vation of  what happens when reason relies only on itself. 
What	fascinated	Chesterton	was	the	practical	untruth	of 	
the alternatives to revelation when 
they did not end up, as with rea-
son, agreeing with the outlines of  
revelation	 itself 	 reflected	 in	 hu-
man reasonings on its content.

 “the world cannot keep 
its own ideals,” chesterton ob-
served calmly.

 It will be noticed that this is the exact opposite of  
the position of  Pangle. that is, for Pangle, it was the phi-
losopher who saw the depths of  reason over against the 
claim of  the pious to live the moral life. for chesterton, 
on the other hand, it was not a question of  theory but of  
practice. the ideals duly recognized by philosophy were 

not somehow kept for long even by the philosophers. 
chesterton noted that they could be kept, but only under 
their subsumption into a higher order.
 
	 What	was	 the	 condition	of 	 the	 keeping	of 	 the	
highest of  philosophic life? thomas aquinas had argued 
that most men most of  the time would not be able to live 
according to the highest standards. chesterton, indeed, 
in his book on aquinas, had used this fact as one of  the 
arguments for a kind of  paradoxical democracy in the di-
vinity itself.34 curiously, the “intimations of  the divine,” 
which, in Pangle’s words, arise from the longings of  the 
soul of  the faithful lead not just to divinity in chester-
ton’s view, but to a sanity of  life among the ordinary men 
of  any time. this latter common sense, furthermore, 
made chesterton mildly skeptical of  schemes to improve 
the world by ridding ourselves of  nations and states.

 the best possible worldly 
order remained a bit chaotic and 
infinitely	varied.

 chesterton wrote, how-
ever, as if  revelation and reason 

belonged to the same actual world.

 It is to be noted that chesterton did not reject 
the philosophic ideals of  the eighteenth century because 
they were philosophic. he worried about them because 
they were not delivering what they promised and, like bel-
loc, he saw what could be the consequences of  a theory 
of  rights that had no basis other than the passing opin-
ions of  a majority. Paradoxically, to use his favorite word, 

the secular order cannot make secure any one of  
its own noble and natural conceptions of  secular 
perfection. that will be found, as time goes on, 
the ultimate argument for a church independent 
of 	the	world	and	the	secular	order.	What	has	be-
come	of 	all	those	ideal	figures	from	the	wise	man	
of  the stoics to the democratic deist of  the eigh-
teenth century? ... the more the matter is consid-
ered the clearer it will seem that these old experi-
ences are now only alive, where they have found 
lodgment in the catholic tradition of  christianity 
and made themselves friends there.33

for it is wild folly to suppose that nations will love 
each other because they are alike. they will never 
really do that unless they are really alike; and then 
they will not be nations. Nations can love each 

other as men and women love 
each other, not because they 
are alike but because they are 
different.35

eighteenth century ideals, formulated in eigh-
teenth century language, have no longer in them-
selves the power to hold all those pagan passions 
back.... men will more and more realize that there 
is no meaning in democracy if  there is no mean-
ing in anything; and that there is no meaning in 
anything if  the universe has not a center of  sig-
nificance	and	an	authority	 that	 is	 the	author	of 	
our rights.36
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whereas a thomas Pangle fretted about the intimations 
of  divinity arising from the longings of  the pious, a 
chesterton worried about the tyranny arising from the 
philosophers who rejected this same divinity in the name 
of  autonomous man.

 “the problem of  the modern world,” chester-
ton wrote ironically, “is that it has continued to be reli-
gious when it ceased to be rational.”37 this position, it 
will be noted, is undoubtedly the very opposite one we 
might	have	expected.	We	should	have	expected	a	writer	
like chesterton to have said that the modern world con-
tinued to be rational but ceased to be religious. however, 
chesterton was quite correct. eric Voegelin and others 
have insisted again and again on the substitute religious 
nature of  modern political ideology.38 reason, in point 
of 	fact,	is	not	under	fire	from	revelation	but	from	a	ra-
tionalism incapable of  recognizing the real problems that 
arise from human political experiences.

	 What	we	do	not	find	in	Belloc	or	Chesterton	in	
the early 1920’s was any suspicion that religion might 
come to embrace the sort of  philosophies typical of  
the enlightenment philosophies, now conceived as ca-
pable of  actually establishing the transcendent kingdom 
of  God on earth. belloc would have been astonished to 
have found some theologians advocating or allowing the 
kind of  murder of  imbeciles or existing human forms 
in whatever stage of  development. he so clearly saw 
this to be contrary to classical catholicism. “the danger 
of  democracy is not anarchy,” chesterton wrote, “it is 
convention.”39 the disappearance of  revelation will evi-
dently not come in existing democracies from persecu-
tions, but from conformity.

  “america is the only nation in the world,” ches-
terton wrote, in conclusion,

 chesterton even remarked that Jefferson “cer-
tainly states that natural rights were supernatural.”41 
however lightly the claims of  God might be taken by 
modern governments, it seems clear that for chesterton 
and belloc, these claims grounded both the dignity of  
the civil order and ultimately protected the human be-
ings within them from tyranny, even should it come from 
themselves. their assessment of  the american republic 
remained that faith was needed for freedom and virtue. 
What	we	do	not	find	in	them	is	what	to	do	if 	faith	itself 	
becomes suffused with politicized “reasons” dogmati-
cally closed to any transcendence. however, there seems 
little doubt what they would have held. recover what is 
lost, even for the good of  the civil order.

that is founded on a creed. that creed is set forth 
with dogmatic and even theological lucidity in the 
declaration of  Independence; perhaps the only 
piece of  practical politics that is also theoretical 
politics and also great literature. It enunciates that 
all men are equal in their claim to justice, that gov-
ernments exist to give them that justice, and that 
their authority is for that reason just. It certainly 
does condemn anarchism, and it does also by in-
ference condemn atheism, since it clearly names 
the creator as the ultimate authority from whom 
these equal rights are derived. Nobody expects a 
modern political system to proceed logically in the 
application of  such dogmas, and in the matter of  
God and Government it is naturally whose claim 
is taken more lightly. the point is that there is a 
creed, if  not about divine, at least about human 
things.40
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